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eDiscovery Thought Leader, Robert Eisenberg, Joins CDS as Strategic Consultant
Founding Chair of Georgetown Law Center’s Advanced eDiscovery Institute and Co-Founder of Georgetown Law’s
eDiscovery Training Academy to Focus on Market Strategy and Business Development

NEW YORK – Complete Discovery Source (CDS), the leader in eDiscovery, announced today that Robert Eisenberg has

joined the company as Strategic Consultant. Bob is an eDiscovery veteran, most notably being the Founding Chair of

Georgetown Law Center’s Advanced eDiscovery Institute as well as having served in a number of thought leadership,

administrative and educational roles in the electronic discovery industry. Bob is also presently participating in the

development of a first-of-its-kind Distance Learning Certificate Program in eDiscovery Practice Support at Georgetown

Law.

“A lot of people know CDS as a leader in the legal technology space, and I’m very privileged to offer my experience and

skills to continue to shape its future,” said Eisenberg. Robert most recently served as Director of eDiscovery and

Information Governance at Larsen Security. He is a frequent speaker and content provider conducting numerous

seminars and courses on electronic discovery. Mr. Eisenberg also sits on the Advisory Board of BNA’s “Digital Discovery

and e-Evidence” and has authored and contributed to numerous articles and papers on eDiscovery and Data Security.

Peter Florian, Senior VP of Sales & Marketing, said, “We continue to attract the brightest and most forward thinking

people in legal technology, and Bob is no exception. I’m excited about the experience he brings to the table.” Eisenberg

will be positioned in CDS headquarters in New York.

About Complete Discovery Source - eDiscovery

Complete Discovery Source (CDS) is the leader in eDiscovery. CDS is ranked number one by both the National Law

Journal and New York Law Journal, and is a trusted advisor to the Am Law 100 and Fortune 500. CDS uses advanced,

tested, and defensible services and software to support all stages and types of eDiscovery, including domestic and cross-

border matters, initial data evaluation and analysis (IDEA™), workflow consulting, processing, review hosting, and

production.” CDS is an Orange-Level Best-in-Service Relativity® Provider, one of the largest and highest volume

footprints supporting that platform. CDS is headquartered in New York, with regional offices in Chicago, Washington DC,

and San Francisco. The company maintains high security, ISO 27001 certified hosting and SSAE 16 SOC 1 Type 2 audited

data centers in multiple cities. Complete Discovery Source's web site is http://www.cdslegal.com.
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